Abstract. In this paper, we carried out a structural optimization of an railcar coupler energy absorbing device. we established a finite element (FE) model and validated it by experimental results. We used a central composite design (CCD) and Hammersley design of experiments (DOE) to take samples for the variables. Based on these samples, we built an approximation model with the moving least squares method (MLAM). The maximum error percentage of the model was 2.30%. The main effect analysis indicated that the thickness T had the more significant effect on the average mean force (Favg) and the specific energy absorption (SEA). Considering the average mean force, fracture and buckling of the structure as constraints, we carried out parameter optimization using the global response surface method (GRSM) to gain a higher SEA. Finally, we obtained the optimum parameters (T = 7.72 mm, ɑ = 29.34º) with the SEA value of 35.28 kJ/kg. The value of SEA increased by 56.18%.
Introduction
With increasing railway speeds, vehicle crashworthiness design has drawn more and more attention from researchers. [1] To protect passengers from injuries when collisions occur, various energy-absorbing structures have been designed and installed in unmanned areas of railcars. [2, 3] Due to their significant advantages, thin-walled tubes are widely used as impact energy-absorbing structures. Multiple experiments about deformation patterns of circular tubes have been carried out, under axial and lateral loading. [4] Compared with other options, expansion of deformable tubes under axial compression is a very efficient process for absorbing energy. [5] Generally, the impact forces of ideal energy absorption structures are required to be smooth, and the deformation should be controlled. [6] The trigger forces of energy-absorbing structures are designed for each step of the impact process in accordance with the principles of energy distribution for crashworthy vehicles. [7] The average mean force of energy-absorption structures varies greatly. J. Marzbanrad et al. [8] investigated the crashworthiness of aluminum hollow tubes for vehicles, and the crash load for a single tube was 15 kN. Y. Peng et al. [9] showed a composite energy-absorbing structure whose average crashing force was around 500 kN for subway vehicles. S.C. Xie et al. [10] presented a front-end energy-absorbing structure for railway vehicles, whose crushing force could reach over 2,000 kN. The major structural parameters will have to be reset if the crashing force is changed.
Energy absorption capability varies greatly with structural parameters. [7] N. Tanlak et al. [11] investigated the crashworthiness of a thin-walled tube, changing the depths and lengths of the circumferential ribs and the taper angle. G.Y. Sun et al. [12] introduced functionally graded structures with changing thickness in the axial direction. M. Ali et al. [13] compared the average mean forces and specific energy absorption of three different tubes with a polygonal cross-section. All of these studies aimed to optimize the crashworthiness of structures. Some researchers set up surrogate models based on many DOEs, and used the response-surface method to obtain the optimized results. [14] Because of the limitation of a structure's complexity, few studies use a parameterized finite element (FE) model to produce samples for variables.
Above all, designing an energy-absorbing structure with a certain loading force requires much work. This paper aims to find an effective method to optimize the crashworthiness of an expanding energy-absorbing structure. We established and parameterized a valid FE model of the structure. In this way, we set up a series of samples, produced by central composite design and Hammersley design (HD). We build a response surface according to these samples. During the optimization process, we considered the specific energy absorption as an object variable while the average mean force and the plastic strain were constraints.
Expanding Energy-Absorbing Structure
Expanding circular tubes have been widely used for energy absorption as part of a coupler, which is an important energy-absorbing structure on rail vehicles, as shown in Fig. 1 . The expanding energy-absorbing structure consists of two parts, a deformable tube and a conical mandrel. With a flaring shape at the end, the tube (350 mm long and 7 mm thick) fits well with the conical part of the mandrel (taper angle of 32º). Also, a backstop is set in the front end of the conical mandrel to control the deformation mode. 
Experimental Test
To investigate the impact behavior of the energy-absorbing structure, we performed a crash test, as shown in Fig. 2 . We designed a special device to install the coupling specimen. The assembly was placed in front of the load-cell barrier so that the transient impact force test system could record the load force conveniently. We released a 3,000-kg impact trolley, pulled by a wire rope, with a desired velocity when it was close to the coupling specimen. At the moment of impact, infrared trigger equipment recorded the velocity, which was 8.08 m/s. The triggering system sent a signal to a high-speed photography system and a transient impact force test system.
Finite Element Modeling
The material of the deformable tube should have mechanical strength as well as sufficient deformability. The true stress-strain relationship obtained from a tensile test is shown in Table 1 . We show the mechanical properties of the tube material and the dimensions of the experimentally tested tube in Table 2 . The conical mandrel showed little deformation during the expansion process, so we considered it a rigid body. The shape and dimensions of the devices refer to the coupling crushing tube in Fig. 1 . Also, we simplified this by considering just the energy-absorbing part of the coupler and ignoring the backstop. In Fig. 2 , we show the thickness T of the deformable tube, the inner radius r of the deformable tube, the outside radius R of the conical mandrel, and the expansion angle ɑ. The deformable tube was expanded in the radial direction and contracted in the axial direction according to the principle of volume incompressibility. According to the boundary conditions of the experiment, the cylindrical end of the deformable tube was clamped. And a mass block instead of the impact trolley, with a certain velocity (8.08 m/s), struck the device. This kind of energy absorption devices dissipates the impact kinetic energy through plastic deformation as well as friction. In order to avoid adhesive wear and improve the deformability of the metal tube, it is necessary to add a lubricant to the contact position. Furthermore, the coefficient of friction, which was defined under the contact algorithm between the mandrel and tube, was set to 0.14. 
Validation of the FE Model
We set the boundary conditions of the FE model by referring to the experiment, except when simplifications were necessary. In order to validate the accuracy of the FE model, we compared the results of the simulation and the experiment at each step. Consistent with the results of deformation, load force on the expansion tube goes through four stages, as shown in Fig. 4 . The simulated force rose quickly at the very beginning, when the expanding end of the tube expanded outward. It then slowed down after the radius of the tube reached a maximum. Finally, the force continued to grow until the expanding end of the tube returned to the mandrel, and then it did not change.
We usually filtered the force curve with an SAE channel class 180 filter. The force rose faster in the experiment than in the simulation. That was because the trigger force of the device was greater than the tube deformation force. Because of the lack of a backstop, the peak force in the experiment was greater than in the simulation before being filtered, those being 2061.6 kN and 835.3 kN, respectively. After filtering, the values were 917.83 kN and 816.93 kN, respectively. The average crash forces of the two were nearly the same, at 768.5 kN and 759.3 kN, respectively. In other words, the equivalent energy absorption capacity was consistent. The respective values for the experiment and simulation were 97.91 kJ and 92.01 kJ. It can be observed from the analysis above that the results of the simulation fit well with the experimental results. Hence, the FE model can be used in the later analysis due to its accuracy. 
Variables and Responses
Two factors may influence the crashworthiness of the expanding energy-absorbing structure. These are the angle of the conical mandrel and the thickness of the deformable tube. [15] Hence, on the premise of keeping the maximum radius of the conical mandrel (R) unchanged, the design variables are tube thickness (T), and expansion angle (ɑ).
In order to find the relationship between the two variables and the energy absorption capacity, we varied the variables across a large range but meet the real conditions. We varied the deformable tube thickness from 4 mm to 12 mm and the expansion angle from 20º to 40º.
The aim of the structure parameter optimization is to develop a stable and controllable deformation pattern. Several key indicators, such as energy absorption (EA), specific energy absorption (SEA), and average crash force (F avg ), are often used to evaluate crashworthiness. [16] We define these metrics in Eq. 1-3.
(1) where F(δ) represents the instantaneous crashing force function as the displacement δ increases.
As its name implies, the specific energy absorption evaluates the energy that a structure can dissipate per unit mass. That is,
where m is the total mass of the deformable tube.
In addition, the average force is the most direct and effective metric that accounts for energy absorption. [17] It is defined as
Optimization Model Setup
Design of Experiments (DOE)
Design of experiments (DOE) is widely used in optimization design. [18] DOE can be defined as a test or a series of tests in which purposeful changes are made to the input variables of a process or system so that the reasons for changes in the output response can be identified and observed. The DOE study objectives are to 1) determine which factors are most influential on the response; 2) determine where to set the influential controlled input variables so that the response is close to the desired nominal value and variability in output response is small; and 3) construct an approximate model that can be used as a surrogate model for a computationally intensive true model. [19] We used two types of DOE in order to provide more precise data.
We used a central composite design DOE to fit an approximate model. Table 3 shows the samples generated by CCD. The total number of designs was 9. For a design of two factors, we generated 9 runs, including 4 factorial points (run 1-4), 4 star points (run 5-8) and one center point (run 9). We used a Hammersley design (HD) to provide a verification matrix to the approximate model. Table 4 shows the samples generated by the HD. 
Mathematical Model and Optimization
Adaptive response surface methodology is a construction approach based on sample points. It is widely used in structural optimization modeling. [20, 21] In this approach, the objective and the constraint functions are approximated in terms of design variables x using a second order polynomial of the form [22] :
where m is the number of constraints, n is the number of design variables, and a j0 , a jl , a jll are the polynomial coefficients.
Our optimization algorithm aimed to obtain an optimal combination of parameters to maximize the value of SEA under a special deformation force. All the responses were defined from the output files.
According to Wang, the tube deformation tendency under expansion includes fracturing and buckling. [23] Buckling is more likely to occur when the thin-walled tubes expand under large expansion angles, [24] as Fig. 5 shows. The expanding energy-absorbing structure was an axial symmetric structure so that the elements around the circle had the same state of stress and strain. Taking into account the four elements in the thickness direction around the first folder, the equivalent strain values were exported as constraints. In this way, the fracture was taken into account. The responses were named strain-fracture1, strain-fracture2, strain-fracture3, and strain-fracture4. Buckling is hard to measure directly. The total energy input to the system was less than the expanding energy-absorbing structure could dissipate. So the bottom end of the deformable tube should have had no change and should have been in a low-strain state. As shown in Fig. 5 , the folders of the tube generated during the impacting process were ordered. Considering the characteristics of buckling, the strain of an element around the first folder in the bottom end of the deformable tube was exported as a judgment criterion. The response was named strain-buckling. The energy-absorbing structure is a part of a kind of coupler that is used in B-type metro vehicles in China. The design strength of this type vehicle is 800 kN. So, in the study, the average mean force (F avg ) should not be greater than 800 kN. In order to reduce the design difficulty, we restricted F avg to a certain range. The lower and upper limits were named F 1 and F 2 , respectively. F 1 and F 2 were set to 750 kN and 780 kN, respectively. The failure strain of the deformable tube material was 0.312, so we set the value of ε 1 0.312.The buckling strain value was set to 0.15, according to the deformation of samples, so we set the value of ε 2 0.15.
In conclusion, the equations are
Results and Discussion
Approximation Model
Fig .6 displays the influence of each variable on responses, ignoring the effects of other design variables. These effects are half the difference between the average responses when a design variable is at its lower value and upper values. Fig.6 illustrates that variable T has the more significant effect to the response F avg and the SEA. Based on the run summary above, the response surfaces fitting in moving least squares method (MLAM) are as Fig. 7 . The surfaces used quadratic interpolation. Because the maximum radius of the conical mandrel is constant, the contact surface of the conical part decreases as the expansion angle increases. The length of the conical part is reduced. The load force increases slowly against the displacement at small expansion angles. Therefore, the total energy dissipation of plastic deformation and friction is fluctuant, and the proportion of them would redistribute. These have a combined influence on the responses.
The residuals of the MLSM compared to the simulation is listed below. Table 5 and Table 6 show the residuals of Favg and SEA in the MLSM method. The maximum percent error of Favg and SEA are -2.30% and -1.93% respectively, which means the approximation model had high accuracy. 
Global Response Surface Method (ARSM) for Optimization
Based on the approximation model, the Global Response Surface Method (ARSM) was used to do the optimization. The range of the design variables was within the limits of DOE runs. The iteration process is shown in Fig. 8 . The optimization converged in 24 iterations. But after the 7th step, the value of F avg is greater than 780 kN, so we toke the 6th step iterative result as the optimal solution. We then calculated the design variables by FE simulation. In Table 7 we compare the optimum responses obtained by ARSM and simulation. The initial SEA value of the original structure was only 22.59 kJ/kg. It increased by 56.18%. The results confirm the feasibility of our method. 
Conclusion
In this study we have proposed an expanding energy-absorbing structure that is part of a coupler.
We performed a crash test to study the characteristics of the energy absorption. We established a finite element model and validated its accuracy through experimental results.
We used two kinds of design of experiments (DOEs), central composite Design and Hammersley design, to take samples. From the samples, we obtained variations of variables and responses to fit the response surfaces on the basis of the moving least squares model. The residuals of the average mean force (F avg ) and specific energy absorption (SEA) were less than 3%. The approximation model had high accuracy. What's more, the main effect figure gained from the samples showed that the tube thickness (T) influenced the F avg and SEA more.
Based on the approximation model, we used the global response surface method for optimization, aiming to obtain an optimal solution of a high SEA under a particular load. The deformable tubes should not fracture or buckle during the process, hence we defined the other two constraints. We obtained the optimum parameters (T = 7.72 mm, ɑ = 29.34º). We compared the final optimized results using the global response surface method with those of the simulation. The value of SEA was 35.28 kJ/kg, and it increased by 56.18%.
